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 mp4 files can not be played on the PSP so only the video, .mkv and .avi file can be played on the PSPVideo edited
by OpenMovieLiteVersion 1.2 - Added a 720p AVC HD conversion optionDon't forget to check the box that says Original
Source along with the 720p AVC HD option. HD (1080p) files are smaller and run smoother, but you can't play it on the

PSP.My .mkv files were converted by Sony's video tool their info is hereYou have to download this software from their site
they also have software to make AVI's.The HD is the hard part not the mv fileYou need to download any of the .mkv files.I've
used them to test my file recorder Audacity and I think they're pretty good.Then press spacebar to select the file you want and

then hit load and then convert.I made the .mkv files using Open Movie lite V1.2 then cut the videos then imported them into the
converter.These .mkv files are audio and video files that I edited and then the converted into a video format that can be put on a
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disk to be played on the PS3.It's basically a raw file recorder. Make sure you have a good laptop/desktop to do this because
you're going to be editing/editing/editing the video for hours and the battery might die.I'm going to try and add

more .mkv files.The reason I used a lot of .mkv is because they have a lot of formats and I was able to change them all to a
common one.I put the .mkv files in the .zip folder.If you downloaded them all you can find them in the zip folder.This folder
will be inside of the folder where you put the game.The folder is named ps3sav-vols-3 .You'll also find some folders inside of

the game itself named "settings" "solutions" "systems" "music" "sounds" "subtitles" "textures" "fonts" "cutscenes" "sprites"
"cast" "roster" "avi" "mkv" "x264" "mkvtoavi" "aac" "xvid" "m2ts" "m2v" "avi" 82157476af
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